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Distinctively local report to guide housing design
Jump to the main content from state and traditional to sleek and modern, these stoves are anything but ordinarydecember 1, 2010Shown: The rooftop lounge of a Mexican house by Olson Kundig, an architect and Terry Hunziker, has a stained concrete fireplace and Jardin de Ville tables and chairs; blue and green pillow fabrics are by perennials on the
island outside Croatia; architect Steven Harris and interior designer Lucien Rees Roberts have renovated the 15th-century house for themselves. In the living room, a 15th-century carved stone sink and shelves, interspersed with a modern steel fireplace hood, handmade in Croatia, Roberts.Neil Winokur portraits of dogs, former and present homeowners, are
displayed above the fireplace in the living area of the house on Long Island. Interior design by Elissa Cullman and Elena K. Phillips of Cullman &amp; Kravis.Architect Marc Appleton and collaborator Paul Williger have created a Spanish-style home in Santa Monica, California for Michael and Daniel Braverman. The main concern is bringing back the richness
of craftsmanship and materials, and there is a certain amount of charm along with it. Appleton Photo: A pool courtyard with a seating area around the independent fireplace Expand all living space, the scraping opening connected to the beach. The fireplace anchors the courtyard outside the wonderful rooms of Dana Johnson and Mark Nelson's 10,000square-foot residence in California's Napa Valley. They commissioned architect Howard J. Backen to build houses and wineries on the 300-acre property. River stone fireplace ornamental In the wonderful room of architect David Jameson, Maryland living, living and dining spaces merge with slight changes in ceiling height to signal a break. The harmonies of
stone fireplaces and teak cases remain an exterior design language. In San Francisco, architect Michael Palladino and interior designer Rick Irving of Richard Meier & Partners Architects have reconfigured the interior space of the new Pacific Heights apartment. In the living room. The light fund provides a painted wooden ceiling, defined edges. Note
Palladino, whose company also designed some of the furniture, including side tables and carpets, above the fireplace is a 1980s sculpture by Ron Moore and 1966 oil by Raimonds Staprans.Architect Monica Mauti built a contemporary single-storey contemporary residence in London in a Victorian apartment building for couples and two children. In the
separate living room. She kept the original windows and French doors and added a large fireplace wall made of Italian ceramic tiles. Our objective is to make a modern cowboy house based on Spanish haciendas, architect Geoff Sumich said, b&b ranch, a 4,000-square-foot residence and guest house he designed for Bruce and Barbara Goldray in Murrieta,
California. The owner loves cooking in the fireplace and enjoys the sloof of sumich's tiny house, an 11th-century decaying church and adjoining apartments in Italy's Chianti region being fused into a single dwelling by architect Marco Vidotto and designer Susan Schuyler Smith in smith-fitted central island kitchens and cabinets. The mid-19th-century fireplace
was kept as a focal point, said Allan Shope, an ecologically focused home designer for himself and his family in Amenia, New York, using trees from the site for the plant throughout. Architects call a large fireplace in the living area. Insect painting by Catherine Chalmers.To builds his Manhattan residence, the violinist Joshua Bell working with architect
Charles Rose, who, at Bell's request - put a limestone tile fireplace between the living area and the dining mantel steel cantilevers patinated out at one end to double into a youngarchitectureservices.com bar. Indifferent designers have different functional styles. Some people use the let's go-for-it method, and their initial sketches are surprisingly detailed and
worked out. However, many designers take one step at a time. Their early sketches are generally abstract, taking a rough pencil note means introducing a method that is not as much visual as intelligence. If your architect starts with a rough painting, you'll see a little sense of style, dimension or even shape, but will be asked to think about doodles
represented in a way that only the nature of the space you are forming forms traffic through it and the relationship of the padding into each other. On the other hand, if the document you gave your designer clearly spells out your wishes, he may come with a painting that is known as a floor map and even a painting of altitude and perspective. Then the
discussion can focus on the details much faster. No matter who's approach, your designer may want to sit down and check out the early plans with you. The architect designer will explain his intent to perform the design as he has and talk to you any reactions you have. If at first you do not see in his paintings, what you expect to see, focus on something
different. Is the designer's vision better? How, but not in others? Ask your architect to explain his reasons for what he did. Part of the point here is to open up. You have to give your designer a chance to respond to the work you assigned her to, pay her the courtesy to listen to her like she did. Your architect will have taken your materials and will absorb what
you say. She uses her own training, experience and instincts, even if at first you don't like what she gives you the opportunity. It is also very important to inquire about things you do not understand. These preliminary sketches should look familiar to you. You'll see elements from the house you know. Even new parts should reflect your thoughts and desires. If
the first sketch doesn't look like what you see in your eyes, take a look at the details of the decorations that the designer is involved in. Do you see the same shape and relationship that you discussed earlier? If there is a big departure, ask why. Ask yourself if the design meets your needs: if not say so. It is a good idea for you to live with a series of preliminary
sketches for a day or two before giving your designer your official response. There are others in your house studying them too. An architect or designer will no doubt take notes about your reaction as he shows you, and while you express concerns about the size of this thing or the absence of such a thing. However, your response almost two days later is
more rational, thoughtful and complete than now, you are confronted with new shapes and ideas and visions, it creates headaches for anyone to have friends or relatives. kibitzing (I wouldn't do that if I were you) But if you're not confident in your feelings about how the plan is emerging, you might want to involve an outsider, one whose tastes are compatible
with your own. Take care not to overwhelm that person. After all, your home will be renovated. When you talk to your designer, write a note to guide you. This way, you will not forget something, and you will have an idea about the number of issues you are adding. Don't be personal if you don't like anything but honestly say it doesn't work for you. If that
doesn't work, say so, but at the same time make sure your answer is justified, just because it's not what you expect doesn't mean it's bad. It could be better than your original idea- after You have hired a professional to do the best job she can, and perhaps with her training and experience, she can see things that you can't give a fairly considered painting. The
more specific you are about your objections, the more likely he will make the changes you want in the next set of plans. When you consider plans, think about the lives and schedules and habits of the people who will live there. Imagine yourself in each door sitting in every nook and cranny. What do you see in the room outside the window looking down at the
hallway? Oh, and other things: If you like what you see, feel free to say so. Designers like approval, just like other preliminary plans, how many plans do you see? The oldest paintings are the most common drawings, and as much as the debate is anything. It may take one or more sets of rough sketches before you are satisfied with the direction the building is
going, but once you are confident with the overall approach, it's time to go to the preliminary plan. If you see multiple preliminary plans, each set should be more detailed than the last one and should include the changes you mentioned in earlier versions. However, before the preliminary plan provides a final planning method and specifications, you should get
the best estimate of your architect about all costs. It's never too early to talk about budget (construction budget rather than design fees), as your architect should know from your first session what your financial range is, but as of now. At this point, it's realistic to get only about the cost. At this stage, the system works - the electrical system, plumbing, heating
and air conditioning into the image. Specific materials are also useful at this point. Also at this stage (if you are adding a key) for your architect to prepare outline details (material items and instructions used for estimation purposes). Some clients or architects will ask the contractor to participate at this stage. In addition, he may be able to offer hands-on
solutions from personal experience to some of the problems that your architect may not offer. The last action you should take before instructing the architect/designer to leave and proceed with the final plan is to study the final set of preliminary plans one by one. Don't forget to understand what you're doing. If you get a sketch from your architect and you're
not sure what the 8-foot-12-foot bedroom he painted is like measuring a room or a similar room in your home to understand what it would be like or shrink into an 8-by-12 ceiling. As well, it should be seen and not only imagined. If you're considering a towering 20-foot ceiling to find and touch it, you might find that 12 feet is amazing, or the floor space in the
room you're planning is dwarfed, and you feel like you're in a more shoe box rather than a palace. Make sure your furniture fits. Check the location of all fixtures and all plugs. Is there enough? Again, imagine yourself living in space: does everything seem to be what you want? Is that it?
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